Splash Formation Due to a Frog Diving into Water
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Abstract

Herein, we present the results of our experimental investigation of splashes formed by a frog diving into water from the ground or from a leaf and the accompanying sound generated by the impact of the frog on the water. The experiments are performed by visualizing the flow with a high-speed camera. In addition, we used physical models comprising hydrophilic bodies made from hydrogel or acrylic resin to experimentally study how hydrophilicity affects the splash. In these experiments, we use the degree of swelling to define the hydrophilicity degree. The results show that different splashes are caused by the increase in water-film velocity upon an increase in hydrophilicity. For a body with strong hydrophilicity, at a relatively high film velocity, the water film forms when the body impacts the water surface separates from the body surface. In addition, an aircavity forms when the film separates from the body. We empirically examine the relation between the hydrophilicity degree and film velocity. The results indicate that increased hydrophilicity does not reduce the splash. Therefore, we conclude that reducing of the formation of water from the biomimetic point of view is related to the shape of body.
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1. Introduction

Herein, we present an experimental investigation of the splash formed by a frog diving into water from the ground or from a leaf and the accompanying sound generated by the impact of the frog on the water. The study focuses on understanding how the hydrophilicity of a body influences splash formation and the subsequent dy-
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namics, with the aim to understand how splash formation allows a frog to escape predators. The experiments are performed by visualizing the flow with a high-speed camera, with the sound being synchronously recorded. In addition, we experiment with physical objects of varying hydrophilicity to better understand the relation between splash formation and the hydrophilicity degree of a body.

In a related work, in 1929, Karman [1] studied the impact of a seaplane landing on a water surface [1], in which he analyzed the relation between the gliding angle and the landing speed of the seaplane. More recently, Do-Quang et al. numerically studied the water splash caused by a spherical body plunging into water [2] and found a relation between wetting phenomena, impact velocity, and splash formation. On the basis of an experimental study in which splash patterns were observed for various impact velocities, Duez et al. [3] reported a relation between splashes and the accompanying sound. However, they did not discuss this phenomenon in detail. In a previous work [4], we studied the splashes formed by a solid sphere plunging into water [4] and categorized splash patterns according to impact velocity. In addition, we discussed in [4] the characteristics of the film flow generated at the early stages of the splash when a body impacted a water surface. We numerically studied the influence of strength on hydrophilicity in splash formation [5]. We computed the influence of hydrophilicity from the slip of flow.

A water droplet impinging on a solid surface also generates a splash. Yoon et al. studied the film-like structure of such splashes and its instability [6]. In a related work, Bejan et al. [7] and Bussmann et al. [8] used experimental and numerical means respectively to study the deformation of a droplet impinging on a solid surface. Bussmann et al. used the Rayleigh-Taylor instability theory to discuss the number of fingers that appeared at the edge of a spreading film. In our previous work [4], we show that instability is related to the number of droplets generated at the edge of the film flow. For a sphere plunging through a water surface, such droplets are generated by the primary splash that appears during the first stage of the splash. This work was related to that of Worthington [9], who investigated the milk crown caused by a droplet-liquid collision and the splash caused by a solid body falling into liquid milk [9]. Akers et al. [10] studied the splash of a non-Newtonian fluid [10] and showed how air cavities deform as a function of fluid properties. Ahn et al. investigated the influence of surface condition as the strength of hydrophobicity for splash erosion of soil model [11]. Finally, Truscott et al. [12] investigated the splash formed when a spinning spherical body plunged into water, focusing particularly on the formation of underwater air cavities. Eddington et al. (2003) reported using the hydrogel as a valve for flow control on micro channels [13].

Thus, although the splash phenomenon is familiar, the detailed mechanisms behind it are not yet well understood. Because frogs dive into water often to escape predators and ensure their own survival, evolutionary reasoning suggests that their splash should be minimized. Thus, we used a high-speed camera to observe the various splashes formed by the diving of two frog species as a function of their habitat. We also recorded the sound generated by the splashes to investigate the relation between splash formation and the dive. In addition, to better understand how the hydrophilicity of a body with a hydrophilic surface (e.g., the body of a frog) affects the splash, we experimented with two homogeneous inanimate physical objects made of materials with different hydrophilicities. On the basis of these experimental results, we explain how the surface of an object affects its splash by modifying the process by which water films form. We also discuss splash formation as a function of the frog-dive technique and how hydrophilicity affects the splash and the film-flow velocity as a frog dives into water. Splashes were visualized using a high-speed CMOS camera. The tested materials are acrylic resin and a hydrogel as the hydrophilic body. These materials result in a distinctive affinity of body and water.

2. Splash Patterns

Figure 1 shows a tree diagram of splash patterns at different time intervals [4] [14] [15]. The evolution of the splash depends on the impact velocity. A splash is represented by the shadowed region in the figure. The three types of splashes considered are primary, secondary, and tertiary splashes. The primary splash appears first in the form of a film flow when the body touches the water surface and tiny droplets are generated from the edge of the film flow. The number of droplets can be determined by applying the instability theory to the film edge. The droplets fly out in a direction tangential to the film at the position where they detach. The secondary splash is a result of the primary splash. If the film flow follows the wall of the spherical object, then the edge of the film recombines at the top point of the object, and the secondary splash takes the form of a mushroom (see Figure 1). If the film flow does not follow the wall of the spherical object (i.e., separated flow) but the film recombines
Figure 1. Tree diagram of splash formation for different impact velocities and object shapes.

above the object, the secondary splash takes the form of a dome. If the film does not recombine behind the object, no secondary splash appears. Finally, the tertiary splash appears because of the air cavity that forms when the object enters the water with sufficient speed. If no air cavity forms, no tertiary splash appears. The air cavity is related to the detachment of the film from the surface of the object. Thus, the primary splash strongly affects all subsequent splash processes.

In a previous work [14], we showed how the tail shape of the primary splash affects the secondary splash. More specifically, we reported how the shape of an object and film recombination are related to secondary-splash formation. The tail shape affects the volume of the secondary splash and the time delay between the primary and the secondary splash. We also investigated [15] how the head shape affects the formation of subsequent splash events by studying film formation as a function of the head shape. In that work, we examined the film thickness as a function of the momentum of the body and the film.

3. Experimental Setup

3.1. Splash from Frog Dive

Figure 2 shows that the sketch of experimental setup. The experiments with live frogs were performed in a water tank measuring $240 \times 200 \times 450 \text{ mm}^3$ and filled with tap water to a depth of 100 mm. Side-view sequential images were acquired by a high-speed CMOS camera (Vision Research Inc., Miro ex4). This camera allows 1200 images to be captured per second (1200 frames per second, or fps). A 500-W halogen lamp was used to illuminate the flow field. The sound due to the frog dives into water was recorded.

Two species of frogs, *Rana porosa* and *Hyla japonica*, were used in this experiment. *R. porosa* lives near flooded paddies, and *H. japonica* lives in trees. The different body shapes and surfaces are useful for understanding frog dives. For both frog species, the body length $L$ (i.e., from nose tip to rear of body) was 50 mm, and the body width $W$ was 20 mm. The initial height of the diving board was 0 $W$, 2.5 $W$, and 5 $W$, where 0 $W$ means that the diving board was at the level of the water surface. The frogs’ impact velocity $V_i$ was determined by image analysis and varied from 1.7 to 2.2 m/s. The frog motion is not restricted during the experiments.

3.2. Splash from Inanimate Objects

To observe splashes from a solid inanimate object plunging into water, we used a water tank measuring $300 \times 300 \times 400 \text{ mm}^3$ and filled it with tap water to a depth of 340 mm. In a previous work [4], we confirmed that contaminants common to tap water do not affect splash formation. To acquire sequential side-view images of splash formation, we used a high-speed CMOS camera (Vision Research Inc., Phantom v7.1) set at 4000 fps. The each frame was exposed for 0.25 ms. A 500-$W$ halogen lamp was used to illuminate the scene.

Spherical objects having the diameter $D = 2r = W = 20 \text{ mm}$ were made from acrylic resin or hydrogel. The hydrogel served as agar gel in our experiment. The wetness of each object was varied to study how the hydrophilicity degree affects the splash. We define wetness (i.e., the amount of water in the object) in terms of the swel-
ling degree as follows:

$$s = \left( m_{\text{gel}} + m_{\text{water}} \right) / m_{\text{gel}} ,$$

(1)

where $m_{\text{gel}}(m_{\text{water}})$ is the mass of gel(water). We consider swelling degrees $s = 1$, 50, and 100 ($s = 1$ means no water is contained in the object (e.g., an acrylic object)).

Before each experiment, we carefully wiped the surface of each object with paper towels to remove contaminants such as oil and to ensure similar surface conditions for each experiment. The impact velocity $V_i$ of the object, which is the velocity of the object just before it enters the water, was varied by changing the height $h$ from which it was dropped. Here $h$ is defined as the distance from the water surface to the bottom of the object. The initial height $h$ was varied from $1D$ to $45D$, which resulted in $V_i$ ranging from 0.63 to 4.2 m/s. The value of $V_i$ was calculated using $V_i = (2gh)^{1/2}$, which is based on the conservation of energy. Air drag was neglected in this calculation because of the low air speed involved. A launcher system using suction held the object at the initial height before release, and all objects fell into water without rotating and with no horizontal displacement. Thus, the experiments are all repeatable.

### 4. Experimental Results

We used three dimensionless parameters to understand splash formation: dimensionless time, Reynolds number, and Weber number. The dimensionless time $T$ is defined as $T = tV_i/D$, where $t$ is the measured time. This approach is useful for comparing how splashes form as a function of $V_i$. Even if $V_i$ varies, the dimensionless time $T = 1$ indicates the same dimensionless time interval during which the object moves a distance of one diameter $D$. The dimensionless time $T = 0$ indicates the moment when the head of the objects touches the water surface. Further, Reynolds number $Re$ and Weber number $We$ are useful for understanding the relation between the kinetics of the object and the fluid characteristics. The former is defined as $Re = V_iD/\nu$, where $\nu$ is the kinematic viscosity of water at 25°C, and the latter is given by $We = \rho V_i^2 D/\sigma$, where $\rho$ is the density and $\sigma$ is the surface tension of water at 25°C.

#### 4.1. Splash from Frog Dive

Figure 3 shows consecutive images of the dive of an *R. porosa* frog into the water with an impact velocity of $V_i = 1.7$ m/s ($h/W = 0$) and the accompanying audio waveform. Figure 3(a) shows that the frog dives into the water head first. Figure 3(f) shows the final phase of the dive. The significant event in the dive is the air bubbles separating from the body. The audio waveform accompanying the dive is shown in the bottom part of Figure 3 and reveals that two significant signal bursts are generated. The first audio signal is emitted during the phenomena shown in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) and corresponds to a kinematics phenomenon, namely, the sound generated when a body impacts the water surface. The second, larger-amplitude audio signal is due to bubble formation.
Figure 3. Images showing the diving sequence of \textit{R. porosa}. Shown at the bottom of the figure is the associated audio waveform.

Figure 4 shows the sequential images of the splash from the dive of an \textit{H. japonica} frog. \textit{H. japonica} enters the water first with its abdomen. Diving abdomen first produces a larger air cavity under the water, and the separation from the body of the cavity generates more small air bubbles than in the case of \textit{R. porosa}. The audio waveform shown at the bottom of the figure again reveals two significant signal bursts, as in the case of the \textit{R. porosa} dive. The initial audio burst occurs when with the body impacts the water and the second audio burst occur when the air bubbles form.

A stronger audio signal occurs at point (c) for \textit{H. japonica} than at the corresponding point in the dive of \textit{R. porosa}. This point corresponds to the formation of air bubbles, as seen clearly in the corresponding image. The different bubble formation for the two dives is due to the diving posture of each frog. Our previous works \cite{12, 13} show that the shape of an object is related to the form of the air cavity created and the splash. Note that \textit{R. porosa} lives near flooded paddies and that \textit{H. japonica} lives in trees. This difference determines in large part how each frog escapes from its predators: \textit{R. porosa} must escape as quietly as possible. Thus, the body posture during the dive influences the formation of air bubbles by determining at which point the air cavity separates from the body. In the next section, we use experiments with inanimate physical objects to discuss how the hydrophilicity of an object’s surface affects the splash created when it plunges into water.

4.2. Effect of Splash Formation with a Surface Condition

The hydrophilicity degree of a body is quantified in terms of the swelling $s$, which is defined in Equation (1). Figure 5 compares the splash formed by objects having the same shape (spherical) but differing in their degree of swelling. These images correspond to the dimensionless time $T = 2.0$. The acrylic body (Figure 5(a)) has $s = 0$ because it contains no water in its body. Figure 5(b) and Figure 5(c) show the results for the hydrogel objects with $s = 50$ and 100, respectively. For all three objects, a film forms when the object hits the water surface and the droplets are generated at the edge of the film. The splash for $s = 0$ is of the mushroom type, where the film recombines behind the object. A mushroom-type splash forms when no underwater air cavity forms. The splash for the hydrogel for $s = 50$ and 100 is of the dome type. The dome-type splash forms when the body completely penetrates the water surface before the film covers the body. Note that the depth of the air cavity differs for $s = 50$ and $s = 100$. This depth is greater for greater hydrophilicity (i.e., for $s = 100$), which means that the hydrophilicity degree of an object’s surface affects the velocity of film flow. To better understand the relation between film velocity and swelling, we measured the film velocity as a function of swelling.

Figure 5(a) shows, as a function of $V_i$, the maximum film velocity $V_{\text{max}}$ measured at $T = 0.05$ and for $s = 0$ (red circles). For comparison, the maximum film velocity for $s = 50$ and 100 was measured at $V_i = 3.1$ m/s (triangle, square, and cross). From the result for $s = 0$, we obtain $V_{\text{max}} = 8.3V_i$. The maximum film velocity for the hydrophilic object at $V_i = 3.1$ m/s is more than twice that for $s = 0$ (i.e., acrylic object), which we attribute to the
Figure 4. Images showing the diving sequence of *H. japonica*. Shown at the bottom of the figure is the associated audio waveform.

Figure 5. Comparison of splash formation at $V_i = 3.1$ m/s. (a) $s = 0$ (acrylic resin); (b) $s = 50$; and (c) $s = 100$.

The film separating from the surface of the object [4]. The film separates when the centrifugal force acting on the film becomes greater than the surface tension of the film [4] [15]. The film velocity increases with swelling, which indicates that hydrophilicity is related to splash formation. Thus, we need to understand the relation between the hydrophilicity degree and splash formation.

Figure 6(b) shows the relation between film velocity and swelling. The red circles show the results of experiments, and the blue line shows the empirical function $V_{\text{max}} = 0.98 \ln(s)$. The empirical function is obtained on the basis of the evidence shown in Figure 5 that film velocity increases with hydrophilicity. Figure 5 also reveals that the depth of the air cavity increases with an increase in swelling, which means that amore hydrophilic surface leads to a deeper air cavity. Thus, the air cavity must be considered in addition to the impact velocity to determine the potential energy of the system and the film velocity. Therefore, a combination of impact velocity and film velocity affects the tertiary splash, because the tertiary splash forms from the air cavity. In addition, the empirical curve is consistent with the experimental data. Thus, the film velocity of a hydrophilic object can be expressed as a logarithmic function of the swelling of the object.

If the impact velocity is less than 0.9 m/s, then a spire-type splash forms because of the concavity of the water surface [4]. From the relation between film velocity and impact velocity, we infer that the film velocity at a low impact velocity increases. This means that the impact-velocity threshold between spire- and mushroom-type splashes ($V_i < 0.9$ m/s at $s = 0$) changes as a function of the hydrophilicity of an object’s surface. To confirm the increase in film velocity, we visualize the splash. Figure 7(a) shows that aspire-type splash forms for $s = 0$, and Figure 7(b) shows the result for $s = 50$. The spire-type splash in Figure 7(a) formed because of a reaction to the concavity of the film. No spire-type splash is seen in Figure 7(b), because the film does not separate from the
Figure 6. Effect of hydrophilicity on film velocity.

Figure 7. Splash for $V_i = 0.63$ m/s and (a) $s = 0$ (acrylic object), and (b) $s = 50$ (hydrophilic object).

Object before the concavity forms. This result indicates the importance of understanding the relation between film velocity and impact velocity.

5. Concluding Remarks
We observed splash formation for a frog diving into water and for an inanimate solid object falling into water.
The splash for the frog dive was caused by the impact of the frog’s body and by the reaction to the separation of the air cavity from the body. The sound generated by the frog dive was strongly related to the formation of air bubbles, which was due to the collapse of the air cavity.

We used a high-speed CMOS camera to observe the splash of a hydrophilic object. The results showed that an object’s hydrophilicity affects splash formation. Further, the hydrophilicity degree varied with swelling. We studied splashes from swelling \( s = 0, 50, \) and 100, where swelling indicated the amount of water inside the object \( (s = 0) \) for the acrylic object. To study the effect of hydrophilicity, we used objects made of hydrogel. Changing of the objects’ surface conditions allowed us to study how they affect the film flow.

The results showed that the secondary splash depended on the hydrophilicity and on whether the film recombines behind the object. The acrylic object \( (s = 0) \) creates a mushroom-type splash, and the hydrogel objects with \( s = 50 \) and 100 created dome-type splashes. Whether a mushroom-type splash or a dome-type splash occurrence was determined by whether the film separated from the surface of the object. Film separation led to the formation of an air cavity, which was related to the formation of the tertiary splash. Thus, the hydrogel objects generated an additional splash in the form of a tertiary splash.

The film separated because of excessive film velocity. We obtained an empirical logarithmic expression for film velocity as a function of swelling. Thus, hydrophilicity affected film velocity, which in turn determined whether the film separated from the object’s surface. Film separation led to a tertiary splash.

By comparing the results of the frog dive with those of the experiment, we found that the significant bubble entrainment was caused by \( H. \) japonica, which revealed the importance of shape for experiments on splash formation. In other words, the hydrophilic characteristic of the surface of an object affected splash formation. The splash caused by \( H. \) japonica would thus be reduced when it adopted an appropriate body position.
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